


The project of the factory MBM Billiardi,  as we see it today in its special 
strategic location, near Rome and close to the highway “Autostrada 
del Sole”, between the exits of Anagni and Colleferro, is the result of 
a complex study, carried out choosing the best performing machines, 
some of which were designed and developed by MBM Biliardi it self. 
Only numerical control machinery, able to assemble and guarantee 
high quality pieces, ensures the success of an outstanding product 
worthy of MBM Biliardi. The inauguration of the factory in 1995 
together with the start of the World Billiard Championship held in 
Italy, in Fiuggi city, has launched a tradition of experience for MBM.

Factory

Today our factory is still the most traded company in hi-tech sector, 
equipped with high precision CNC machinery. These machines, together 
with the accurate selection of raw materials and the scrupulous testing of 
our products give our billiards the highest levels of quality and reliability. 
Worldwide famous billiard champions visited our factory and appreciated 
our values and the quality we guarantee to the products. That is why 
our slogan is: “The Billiard Table cannot be purchased at random! Only  
MBM billiardi guarantees art and technology.” Naturally Made in Italy.



High technology

Pantograph machine

This machine checks, one by one, all the components of the billiard 
table and rejects those that are not ok. This system is guaranteed 
by a complex mechanism of aspiration and seals that lets pass only 
those elements that are good according to the standard process and 
rejects not suitable components. The machine is able to check with 
high precision the  over three meters long pieces.

Machine for rectification and squaring of billiard table

This is the unique machine in the world capable to make billiard table a perfect 
rectangle. Thanks to electronic systems, we can get a perfect playing surface. Designed 
by MBM Billiardi engineers, the only company in the world able to carry out such 
work, this machinery brings together the core of the billiard table, the slate and the 
frame, making two fundamental operations, transforming a simple wood board into 
a high precision billiard. The first operation is the rectification and perfection of the 
slate in order to avoid any friction of the ball. The second operation is the squaring 
of the billiard table obtained using a diamond tip that rotates around its perimeter 
and that simultaneously mills slate and frame, reaching perfection.

MBM Biliardi factory with its high precision CNC machines, can satisfy any request in every production level of the specific processing of wood.



D esign line



The billiard table MBMbilliardi  is realized 
with long time seasoned wood selected 
by high-quality masters of cabinet-making. 
The table is made according to laws of 
compensation, which permit the cancellation 
of the natural movements of the used 
material and ensures a perfect stability of 
the product over years.

The billiard table includes also the 
professional MBM regulators for slate and 
regulators of frame flexion.

The elements of the billiard tables are 
manufactured by a computerized numerical 
control machinery, which ensures the 
perfect squaring and rectification of the 
playing field, bestowing a very high quality 
and technology to the billiard table.



Not only the billiard table…
But also unique jewel of design and technology!

Ziggurat







Luxury Line
Defining Gravity 

Designed more than twenty years ago by 
designers of MBM, retakes the form of 
antique gradual pyramids. From initial and 
timely idea, which perfectly was reflecting 
the pyramidal characteristics, over the 
years it took up the evolution of design and 
technology. 

And through the fine taste and rich 
experience of its creator, today we can 
admire the particular lines which mark it. 
Lines which distinguish it and make Ziggurat 
the example of vanguard and technology.
Born to be also used in championships at 
national and international character.

A perfect representation of valid union 
between vanguard design and top technical 
experience. Taking the form of antique 
Mesoamerican pyramids, evolved, turning its 
base and taking a new distinguish actual line.







B_ig
The crown jewel of the collection...

exclusive billiard table



The striking thing you see at first glance 
looking at this splendid billiard table 
B_ig of MBMBiliardi is definitively the 
design of external form. Such attractive 
and contemporary in its soft lines and 
sinuous curves.

Surfaces are coated in a very organic 
way and are molded in a way as if they 
were liquid, becoming immediately the 
element of a Project, which enchants the 
viewer. The billiard rails, as whole playing 
field, are entirely covered with a soft 
traditional billiard cloth.

Precious and innovative the new billiard 
table, signed by Architect Massimo Iosa 
Ghini for MBMBiliardi.

Snappy, aerodynamic and futuristic lines for 
a form corresponding to high technology.



Billiard table B_ig - 
synonym of prestige and highest performance!



Billiard table B_ig - 
synonym of prestige and highest performance!



City line



“Cities have the capability of providing 
something for everybody, only because, and 
only when, they are created by everybody” 
( Jane Jacobs)

Cities have the color of years, absorb 
people’s thoughts, concealing them first in 
the alleys in a precise order of memories 
and then, one day entrust them to whom 
can hear, or to whom returns to recover 
the past.

From the idea of a story of the cities 
and its chaos, disorder, art, history and 
complexity in their entirety, comes the 
City Line. A line designed for all fans of 
billiards, citizens of the world and their 
amazing wonders!



Parigi

“Breathing Paris conservs soul…”
Victor Hugo



“Breathing Paris conservs soul…”



Billiard table City Line
Luxury and elegance

Paris has always attracted and inspired the artists and enamored from all the 
world. Each its corner, every its bridge, every monument was celebrated as 
a loved woman to madness. Is the city of enamored, of curious, of  simple 
and complicated people. Paris is of all of us. It’s not a city among many but 

a City which enter in heart of whom is living it. 

And right from this concept is born the most fine model of City Line, 
thought for those, who loves the sophisticated taste  and crazy elegance 

of a city which makes you dream.

The billiard table is made from elements of beech solid wood. Due to 
the developed system of anchorage the billiard is completely detachable. 
The frame and the rails are finished as chosen samples. Playing field is 
made from professional slate. Table cover is in four pieces. The product is 
made completely in Italy with the possibility to choose between various 

combinations of proposed finishings.









Innovative and futuristic art object!

Shanghai





Innovative billiard table,
 futuristic product unique 
in its form and content.

Shangai today is the most populated city 
in the world, with its 23,7 millions of 
inhabitants. From the idea of innovation and 
future which today make this city one of the 
biggest economic powers born the billiard 
table made from elements of solid beech 
wood. 

The billiard table is completely detachable 
thanks to the developed system of 
anchorage. Billiard frame and rails are 
finished as chosen samples. Playing field 
made from professional slate. Table cover is 
in four pieces. 

The product is of high design and is made 
completely in Italy with accurate hand-made 
finishing.





Nowhere in the world there are so many opportunities 
of delicious peace as at this small island.

Charles Dickens





Billiard table Capri is born from the long 
time experience of MBMBiliardi matured in 
many years. 

This allowed to transfer the technology of 
traditional billiard table into a new type of 
structure of billiard table, which is made 
entirely from anodized aluminium and has 
features to be completely detachable thanks 
to especially studied systems.

Studied especially for 
outdoor areas.





Praga





Biliardo Praga, 
la vera tradizione del legno!



Dalle linee semplici e tradizionali, il Biliardo 
Tavolo Praga nasce grazie alla comprovata 
esperienza della MBM Biliardi e dei suoi 
artigiani falegnami che attraverso una 
lavorazione accurata ed attenta del legno, 
con assoluta maestria, riescono a creare 
capolavori della tradizione, del lusso e del 

design. 

La sua gamba tornita ad hoc, è leggera ed 
adattabile a qualunque tipo di ambiente. 
Inoltre grazie alle numerose possibilità 
di finitura ogni biliardo può assumere 
la personalizzazione che più si desidera, 

creando una infinita varietà di modelli.

Il piano che fa da copertura al biliardo, 
trasformandolo in un elegante tavolo 
da pranzo è anch’esso personalizzabile 
attraverso le diverse possibilità di finitura. 
La graziosa e sinuosa cornice lo rende un 

gioiello di stile e accuratezza. 

Biliardo Praga, 
la vera tradizione del legno!



The minimalism 
of oriental culture...Tokyo



Minimalistic design, simple but refined. 
Design coupled to high performant billiard 
frame made him bestseller of this line and 
distinguishes it from similar products of its 
category.

The wide choice of finishing, of colours of 
billiard cloth makes it anyway unique.

Moreover, thanks to its table cover of 
various finishings and design, this product 
can became also the sublime dining or 
meeting table suitable for every space. 
Simple but design taste.

The minimalism 
of oriental culture...



Dubai

Made to impress!





Amazement and contradiction…

Everything in Dubai is made to impress. 
Billiard table from our City Line is inspired 
from this splendid city. It has retro lines, 
sometimes is classic and traditional but is 
naked of antique and hard taste. So, the 
viewer can enjoy the refined modernism, 
amazing and contradictive…exactly as the 

city where it take its name.

The wide choice of finishing, of colours of 
billiard cloth makes it anyway unique.

Moreover, thanks to its table cover of 
various finishings and design, this product 
can became also the sublime dining or 
meeting table suitable for every space. 

Simple but design taste.





Bruxelles
“I know you and I admire you in silence…”

Arthur Rimbaud











The design billiard table characterized by simple forms and modular components 
searching the creative contrast and using the combination.



Kokà line



We have concentrated our ideas on 
the most representative points of 
communication; the public relations and 
all what permit us to represent ourselves 
and to entertain the public – obviously 
your guest, surely important guests 
because chosen by you. All of us want 
to do it during the moment of major 
relationship: during common degustation 
and amusement. And right here Kokà 
Line can express itself fully. Giving us an 
elegant, unique table and precious billiard.



The range of Prestige 
and high performance. 

Class



Class



Elegance of tradition,
 the style of modernity…

Its class distinguishes it and gives him so also 
the name. Its sinuous forms draw it and make 
it elegant. The croco leather which covers it, 
is signed by the best Italian tanneries. 

The legs are as violins and are molded one 
by one in traditional historical foundries and 
brought bright by expert artisans. 

The cover of billiard table is finished with 
polyester lacquering and is framed with 
a harmonious merger. This permits to 
transform it into an elegant dining / meeting 
table.

In production of Class billiard table, 
MBMBiliardi gave its maximum experience 
and peerless technology and made for 
billiard lovers the rail retracing the tradition 
of Italian billiard table.





D iamond



D iamond

Forms, corners, points and facets, softened by soft leather 
signed by the best Italian tanneries.



Unique as the precious stone from which
it takes its name. Shapes, corners, tips and 
facets, softened by a soft leather, signed by 
the best Italian tanneries.

The legs are hand-made by ground fusion by 
historical tradition of Italian foundries and 
made brought bright by expert craftsmen. 

The billiard table cover is made of polyester 
lacquer and allows to turn it into an elegant 
dining or meeting table.

Unique as a precious stone…



Unique as a precious stone…



Par

“Par” in Golf parlance is the sum of      
attempts to complete a hole on a soft meadow, 
in shadow or on sun, maybe satisfied also by 
the light breeze.





The elegance of golf enclosed in an 
innovative concept for 

outdoor areas.

“Par” in Golf parlance is the sum of attempts 
to complete a hole on a soft meadow, in 
shadow or on sun, maybe satisfied also by 
the light breeze. 

We named it so, because It is exactly that, 
what permits this unique novelty in the 
world: billiard table in its outdoor or internal 
version is perfectly in line with Kokà style. 

The perfect technical outcome of this 
product is the result of attentive study of 
MBMBiliardi, which gave to Par the ideal 
quality of game.





Cabochon

Its sinous forms make it the most elegant 
of this collection….





Billiard table Cabochon
Peerless prestige

Its sinuous forms design this billiard table and 
make it so elegant. The leather which covers 
it, is signed by the best Italian tanneries. The 
wrapped and round legs, without facets are 
shaped one by one by foundries of historical 
tradition and are polished by skilled artisans. 

The table cover is made from processed 
wood and is lacquered with real passion 
and Italian tradition. The aluminium profile 
of table cover underlines its perimeter 
and mounted crystal oval mirror, which 
makes this cover even more unique and 
glamourous. The table cover also transforms 
your billiard into a splendid dining/meeting 
table.









Kokà Pro line



Kokà Pro line

Thanks  to  attentive technological 
research of MBMBiliardi of 
high performance of the frame 
structure and of rails, thanks to 
continuing cooperation with real 
stars of this sport is born this line. 
Today we can consider this line 
as the most professional of our 
collection.

Created for professionals, for 
those who doesn’t want to give 
up the amazing design taste.



Class Pro

Elegance does not have dimensions!



Class Pro



Billiard table  Class Pro,
luxury design and high technology

From Class what distinguishes it…takes 
its name… Class PRO is an evolution of 
technology and design of Class. Thanks 
to grandeur and high professionalism 
underlined by its powerful legs molded one 
by one in traditional historical foundries 
and brought bright by expert artisans. And 
it’s right here that Class PRO reaches its 
expression of perfection of power and 
elegance united under unique design.

The rail of this billiard table is bigger than 
rail of Class and its retraces the antique 
tradition of Italian billiard table. The merge 
of elegance and technology of MBMBiliardi 
with fine design makes this billiard table the 
unique piece for all lovers of this splendid 
game. The cover of this billiard is made of 
polyester lacquering transforming it in a 
graceful dining/meeting table.





Cabochon P ro

Its sinous forms make it the most elegant 
of this collection…





Billiard table Cabohon Pro,
when authoritativeness marries the elegance

Its sinuous forms design this billiard table and 
make it so elegant. The leather which covers 
it, is signed by the best Italian tanneries. 

The wrapped and round legs, without 
facets are shaped one by one by foundries 
of historical tradition and are polished by 
skilled artisans. 

The table cover is made from processed 
wood and is lacquered with real passion and 
Italian tradition. 

The aluminium profile of table cover 
underlines its perimeter and mounted 
crystal oval mirror, which makes this cover 
even more unique and glamourous. The 
table cover also transforms your billiard 
into a splendid dining/meeting table.





Classic Line



More than unique style, CLASSIC 
LINE refers to the taste of past 
and to furnishing of fine and 
elegant aspect. In this line prevails 
the taste for materials, forms 
and colours, which appeal to 
tradition and to artisan art, gives 
attention not only to high quality 
of materials and to billiard table 
design, but also to small details. 
All this make this line the luxury 
item, for true connoisseurs.



M21 Gold Edition

Style is a way to say who you are without having to speak.
Friedrich Nietzsche





Classic Style 
Billiard M 21 

Excellent billiard table, the maximal 
expression of MBMBiliardi collection, 
caracterized by its style and antique forms. It 
hides inside the updated technology in MBM 
biliard manufactory, tecnology which allows 
the game perfection. Six turned and faceted 
legs, covered entirely with precious woods 
and of traditional colours of finishing, solid 
wood rails, antique brass artisanal pockets. 
Professional 4,5 cm 





M31 Gold Edition

Luxury is a necessity that begins where necessity ends.
Coco Chanel





Classic Style, 
Billiard M 31 

The excellence of Classic collection of 
MBMBiliardi, M31 billiard table in its version 
of Luxury Edition represents elegancy, that 
our classic tradition can offer to world.

Thanks to proven experience in MBM wood 
processing, to its structure made entirely 
from solid wood, to particular details of 
finishing, today we have a real jewel, this is 
the top product and top range in its kind!

Lacquered black or finished in fine wood 
veneer, elegant and luxury details covered 
with gold of Billiard table M31 Luxury Edition 
makes it suitable for elite and great luxury 
premises, such important permises that can 
emphasise the royalty and magnificence of 
this product. Also, the billiard table is fully 
customizable in its finishings for satisfy each 
personal request of also the most demanded 
customer.





Murano line



In the kingdom of glass everything is 
transparent, and there is no place to hide 
a dark heart!

MBMBiliardi in cooperation with Murano 
Art masters wanted to merge the 
traditional harmony of wood with striking 
sophistication of glass, producing for its 
precious customers the unique artistic 
and hi-tech line.



Cardinale

Landscape of Venetian lagoon in your home ...





In cooperation with masters of 
Murano Art

MBMBiliardi in cooperation with Murano Art masters 
wanted to merge the traditional harmony of wood with 
striking sophistication of glass, producing for its precious 
customers the unique artistic and hi-tech line. 

Its leg is an evolution of Tintoretto leg and represents 
perfectly the skillness and high precision of Italian artisan 
tradition, tradition which is in constant research of luxury 
design and modernism.

Sinuous and endearing lines, the daintiness and lightness 
of glass, the different accurate finishes makes this billiard 
not only of high performance but also suitable for all 
types of refined and luxurious areas.





Murano Pro line



In the kingdom of glass everything is 
transparent, and there is no place to hide 
a dark heart!

MBMBiliardi in cooperation with Murano 
Art masters wanted to merge the 
traditional harmony of wood with striking 
sophistication of glass, producing for its 
precious customers the unique artistic 
and hi-tech line.



Tintoretto P ro

Fragile refinement of glass united to mi-
ghty tradition of wood…



Tintoretto P ro



In cooperation with masters of 
Murano Art

MBMBiliardi in cooperation with Murano 
Art masters wanted to merge the 
traditional harmony of wood with striking 
sophistication of glass, producing for its 
precious customers the unique artistic and 
hi-tech line. Soft and sensual lines, 

Tintoretto PRO is born from cooperation 
between high glass tradition of masters 
of Murano Art  and hi-tech experience of 
MBMBiliardi. 

The sinous lines of this legs and clearness 
and fragility of glass make this billiard table 
an art piece, unique in its kind. Moreover, 
the attentive technological study makes this 
billiard in its PRO version very professional 
and sportive.  

Made for lovers of professional billiard table 
of high taste and of fine design.





Tiziano Pro

Art has spoken many more languages   
than those that humans have ever created.

Sallustio





Classic Style, 
Billiard Tiziano Pro

Titian was the geatest Venetian artist of the 
sixteenth century. A master of colour he 
dominated the artistic scene in Venice for 
over sixty years, a painter who fully utilized 
colour in his work. Titian’s style did alter 
throughout his long life but his interest in 
colour never diminished. His use of paint 
and brushwork made him the foremost 
painter in Venice and his execution of both 
landscapes and portraits brought him great 
fame in his own lifetime.

Our billiard table is inspired right from this 
concept, in its brightness and expressiveness, 
the elegant snow-white finishing, the material 
combination of wood with fine finishes to 
the delicate and refined cloth, make it the 
object of special taste and refinement.

Classic but at the same time elegant and 
luxurious, but never excessive, suitable for 
all types of bright and spacious areas, the 
refined taste of art and typical craftmanship 
of a tradition that has become increasingly 
rare expression of our time .





Doge Pro

Art has spoken many more languages 
  than those that humans have ever created.

Sallustio





Classic Style, 
Billiard Doge Pro

Excellent billiard table, the maximal 
expression of MBMBiliardi collection, 
caracterized by its style and antique forms. It 
hides inside the updated technology in MBM 
biliard manufactory, tecnology which allows 
the game perfection. Six turned and faceted 
legs, covered entirely with precious woods 
and of traditional colours of finishing, solid 
wood rails, antique brass artisanal pockets. 
Professional 4,5 cm 





Foosball



 Table football, commonly called foosball (as in the 
German fußball “football”) and sometimes table 
soccer, is a table-top game, which was born between 
first and second world wars, but till now is unknown 
the name of its first inventor.
 
In Italy first foosball table was hand -made in far 1937 
year by artisan from Poggibonsi, from that moment 
its popularity was always growing up.
 
till actual moment when it became one of the 
most requested games and today we have also an 
International Federation which accounts more than 
50 affiliated nations.
 
 MBM Billiardi,  thanks to its deep-rooted experience 
in wood working, began to produce Professional 
and Design Soccer tables at the same time with its 
famous billiard tables.
The attention to details, the use of high quality and 
certified materials, make today the products of MBM 
the most qualified in its class.



Class
Prestigious and high 
performance range





Elegance of tradition,
 the style of modernity…

The legs are as violins and are molded one 
by one in traditional historical foundries 
and brought bright by expert artisans. 





D iamond



Forms, corners, points and facets, softened by soft leather 
signed by the best Italian tanneries.



The legs are hand-made by ground fusion by 
historical tradition of Italian foundries and 
made brought bright by expert craftsmen. 

Unique as a precious stone…



Unique as a precious stone…



Bill boat



Bill boat



Luxury naval foosball

Bill Boat foosball is the absolute new in naval 
world thanks to its futuristic design, which 
makes it an important design component for 
yacht, boats and luxury motorboats. Atractive 

also for its adaptive dimensions.

Bill Boat is a resistant product, designed 
for outdoor use, completely draining with 
removable game rods, produced only from 
strictly Italian materials like first quality steel, 

teak, leather and tempered glass.









Naked



Naked

Absolutely modern and unique in its style, the object that will revolutionize your 
style and will make your place an avant-garde artistic excellence!



Foosball “Naked” 

And so is born the revolutionary Foosball “Naked” 
with its strong lines. Lines, which recall an industrial 
style, making it suitable for areas in loft, factory, vintage 

style and more.
Absolutely modern and unique in its style, the object 
that will revolutionize your style and will make your 

place an avant-garde artistic excellence!

Its solid wood structure is made of beech wood of 
4 cm thickness. The dimension of this structure is 
considerable and this improves the strength of this 
foosball. Also the internal part of structure, where 
the balls are sliding, is made entirely of wood, letting 
us see the technique and strength, which follows the 

ancient traditional techniques of execution.

The mighty box rests on four metallic IPE legs, 
lacquered black. This promote the stability and 
improve the performance of game. The legs are the 
special spherical feet, which allow the perfect adhesion 

to any support base.
All this makes this foosball able to have the highest 

gaming performance available today in commerce.

For racers and sportsmen, for enthusiasts and lovers 
of entertainment – this is the product to which it’s 

impossible to say no!









Customizations



MBM billiardi, leading company in its sector
for over than 40 years produces billiard 
tables and furniture of real Italian quality and 
experience , from construction technology 
till craftsman precision, without neglecting 

the careful selection of materials and 
MADE EXCLUSIVELY IN ITALY.

Customizations



Finishes



LACQUERING COLOURS

9016
WHITE

1013
WHITE CREAM

8016
BROWN

9017
BLACK

3011
C ARTIER

PALISSANDRO WENGE’ 
WOOD

OAK
WOOD

WALNUT 
WOOD

FINISHING COVERED 

WHITE WHITE CREAM BROWN CARTIER BLACK

LEATHER COVERING

WHITE BROWN CARTIER BLACK

LEATHER COVERING “CROCO”

GOLD LEAF SILVER LEAF COPPER LEAF

LEAFS OF VALUABLE METALS

WHITE TRANSPARENT
WITH SILVER 
LEAF

TRANSPARENT
WITH GOLD 
LEAF

RED

GLASS MURANO

* The colors may vary depending on the screen used by the user. Only the samples provided by the company reflect the effective color of finishing.
* On request of customer it is possible to have any finish beyond those shown above.



Cloth



GO 1
Green

GO 10
Ant ique Red

GO 19
L i lac

GO K
Ol ive Green

GO 2
Green

GO 11
Sa lmon

GO A
Robin Egg B lue

GO L
Reed Green

GO 3
Green

GO 12
Ant ique Green

GO B
Camel

GO M
Orange

GO 5
L ight  B lue

GO 13
Brown Light

GO D
Green

GO N
Rust

GO 6
Azure

GO 14
Dark Green

GO F
Bordeaux

GO P
Dark Grey

GO 7
Red Ferrar i

GO 16
Blue

GO G
Green

GO R
White

GO 8
Grey L ight

GO 17
Black

GO H
Brown

GO 9
Mustard

GO 18
Vio le t

GO J
Grass  Green

Cloth Go

* The colors may vary depending on the screen used by the user. Only the samples provided by the company reflect the effective color of finishing.
* On request of customer it is possible to have any finish beyond those shown above.



Dimensions



Dimensions Playing field “a“ Ex ternal “b“ Recommended space “c“

ft cm cm cm

6 180 x 90 214 x 124 x 78 474 x 384

7 200 x 100 234 x 134 x 78 494 x 394

8 224 x 112 258 x 146 x 78 518 x 406

9 254 x 127 288 x 161 x 78 548 x 421

10 294 x 147 318 x 179 x 87 608 x 469

12 355 x 177 394 x 217 x 87 684 x 507

a

a

b

b

c

c



Factory and Showroom
Paliano (Fr) - Via Londra, 23 - Italy

Tel. +39.0775.538181 r.a.
Fax +39.0775.538184
info@mbmbiliardi.it 

www.mbmbiliardi.it






